
1. surgeon a doctor who performs operations

2. accountant a person who inspects financial records and

prepares reports

3. veterinarian an animal doctor

4. air traffic

controller

a person who controls and tell all the pilots

when and where to take off or land on the

ground

5. teacher someone whose job is to help students learn

in a school, college, etc.

6. actor a person who performs in plays, movies or

television shows

7. secretary an assistant who handles correspondence and

clerical work for a boss or an organization

8. salesperson someone who sells

9. dietician a specialist in nutrition and healthy eating

10. receptionist a person who greets visitors as they walk into

an office or building

11. waiter a person whose occupation is to serve at

tables in restaurants

12. psychologist a scientist who studies the mind and

behaviour of humans and animals

13. chef a professional cook

14. filmmaker someone who makes movies or television

progammes

15. politician one who holds a political office in a city or

state

16. therapist a person who specialises in the treatment of

diseases, injuries or disorders

17. butcher someone who prepares and sells meat

18. engineer a person who designs structures such as

roads, bridges and machines

19. builder someone who makes or repairs buildings

20. flight

attendant

an airline employee that takes care of

passengers on board an airplane

21. barber person whose business is cutting hair and

shaving or trimming beards

22. optician an eye doctor

23. translator a person who changes one language into

another

24. designer someone who draws and plans how

something will be made

25. cashier a person responsible for receiving payments

in retail stores

26. pharmacist a health professional who is trained in the art

of preparing and dispensing drugs

27. nurse someone who works in a hospital and looks

after patients

28. plumber a person whose job is to install or repair sinks,

toilets and water pipes etc.

29. judge a public official who is the head person in a

court of justice

30. carpenter a woodworker who makes or repairs wooden

objects

31. undertaker one whose business is the management of

funerals

32. lawyer a person whose job is to guide and assist

people in legal matters

33. businessman a person engaged in commercial activities

(especially as an owner or executive)

34. police

officer

a person who maintains law and order

35. mechanic someone whose occupation is repairing and

maintaining automobiles

36. dentist a specialist in the care of teeth
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